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Abstract — In this paper, we propose a new Dynamic
Spectrum Access (DSA) method for multi-channel wireless
networks. We assume that DSA nodes, as secondary users, do
not have prior knowledge of the system dynamics. Since DSA
nodes have only partial observability of the channel states, the
problem is formulated as a Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP) with exponential time complexity.
We have developed a novel Deep Reinforcement Learning
(DRL) based DSA method which combines a double deep Qlearning architecture with a recurrent neural network and
takes advantage of a prioritized experience buffer. The
simulation analysis shows that the proposed method
accurately predicts the channels state based on the fixedlength history of partial observations. Compared with other
DRL methods, the proposed solution is able to find a nearoptimal policy in a smaller number of iterations and suits a
wide range of communication environment conditions. The
performance improvement increases with the number of
channels and a channel state transition uncertainty.
Keywords — Cognitive radio, Reinforcement learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
n traditional wireless networks, fixed radio spectrum
bands are statically allocated to licensed users for
exclusive access. The proliferation of mobile devices
and Internet of Things services in the past decades has
revealed the limitations of this policy [1-2]. According to
some recent reports, most of the licensed spectrum bands
are under 30% utilized [3]. The unused spectrum holes
offer a great capacity opportunity for Cognitive Radio
Networks (CRNs) [4]. CRN allows secondary users (SUs)
to identify and temporarily exploit spectrum holes that are
not occupied by the primary (licensed) users (PUs). This
concept implies that SUs have Dynamic Spectrum Access
(DSA) capability, which allows them to dynamically
change the operating frequency channel over time,
according to the indication of availability.
In general, DSA imposes a lot of challenges because the
channel conditions vary and their occupancy patterns are
not known a priori. To avoid interference with PUs, SUs
have to continuously monitor the spectrum bands.
However, in practice, the nodes cannot sense all channels
simultaneously [5]. Thus, unlike many decision-making
problems in communications, such as handoff and power
management, which can be modeled as Markov Decision
Processes (MDPs), the DSA problem is formulated as
partially observable MDP (POMDP), which implies
exponential time and space complexity [6].
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Most previous research on DSA has focused on
communication scenarios with multiple independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) channels. If additionally, the
channels are positively correlated, the Myopic policy [7]
achieves optimal performance. The same result also holds
for the scenarios with two or three negatively correlated
channels. Besides these results, the Whittle Index policy
[8] can achieve near-optimal performance when the
channels follow different Markov Chains (MCs). However,
when the channels are correlated, the Myopic and Whittle
Index approaches cannot be applied. Another limitation of
these approaches is that the system transition matrix must
be known in advance. Since the channel statistics are
generally unknown and vary over time, SUs have to
estimate the transition matrix. The accuracy of the
estimation drastically impacts performance. Thus, recent
research in this field has focused on more realistic
problems, where the channels are correlated and the system
dynamics are not known a priori [3-6],[9].
Recent developments of Deep Reinforcement Learning
(DRL) have motivated research on DRL-based DSA
methods. Implementation of deep Q-network (DQN) for
CRN has been proposed in [6]. The proposed DQN design
enables SU to learn an efficient channel sensing policy
from historical partial observations. A multi-user DSA
scenario has been considered in [5], but without taking into
account the impact of PUs. In each time slot, DQN is used
to map observation from the previous time step to channel
selection action. A single DQN is trained for all users at
the mobile edge computing server. In [3], collisions with
both PUs and SUs are taken into account, as well as
channel sensing errors. However, the authors adopt the
impractical assumption that nodes can sense all channels at
the beginning of each time slot. Unlike the previous works,
in [9], DQN is used to solve the problem of DSA and
spectrum aggregation, under the assumption that nodes can
synthesize multiple channels for successful transmission.
In this paper, the scenario from [6] was considered,
where a SU selects a single channel to sense and
potentially transmit over, in each time slot. SU can not
observe all the channels simultaneously, but it can observe
the state of different channels in sequence. Thus, a fixedlength history of the node’s partial observations is used as
an input of the proposed decision-making algorithm. It has
been shown that the DRL algorithm from [6] cannot scale
to a large number of channels and hardly deals with the
channel state transition uncertainty. To alleviate these
issues, we designed a new DQN architecture with double
Q-learning [10] and the prioritized experience buffer [11],
which integrates Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
recurrent neural network [12]. The proposed DQN
architecture is able to learn temporal correlation among the
historical observations in a time-efficient manner and

reduce the collision rate. The simulation analysis suggests
that the proposed method can deal with a larger number of
channels than the method from [6], and is more tolerant to
uncertainty in channel switching patterns.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the formulation of the DSA problem is presented. The
proposed DQN-based DSA method is explained in Section
III. The simulation results are presented in Section IV. The
concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND THE PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider the DSA problem from [6], where a SU
dynamically selects one out of K potentially correlated
channels to sense and transmit a packet. In practice, the
channels are highly correlated, as a result of external
interference [9]. Each channel has two possible states:
vacant (0) or occupied (1). Therefore, the whole system
can be modeled by a Markov chain with 2K states [6]. If a
channel selected by the SU is vacant, a packet transmission
will be successful, otherwise not.
In each time slot, SU senses a single channel and learns
its state. Since the user’s observation of the environment is
incomplete in each time slot, the DSA problem can be
formulated as POMDP, where the goal is to predict the
channels states based on the previous decisions and
observations. To solve this problem, we propose a new
method based on DRL. In this method, a DRL agent
interacts with the environment by choosing a channel for
sensing and potential transmission. Then, it receives
feedback on its action, and updates the decision-making
policy. We denote the system state at time t as st=[s1, s2,
…, sK] where st∈{0,1} is the state of the i-th channel. The
system state is not completely observable. Given the
sensing action at∈{1,2,…,K}, which determines the
channel to be sensed at time t, the user can observe only
the state of the selected channel. We denote this local
observation as ot∈{0,1}. DRL agent learns based on the
history xt=[at-1, ot-1, …,at-N, ot-N] of N previous actions and
observations. The reward function is defined as
 0, if o(t ) = 1
r ( xt , at ) = 
(1)
 1, if o(t ) = 0
Our objective is to find an optimal DSA policy π* for
mapping xt to the next action at+1 , such that the expected
long-term reward is maximized. This is defined as:
∞

π * = arg max Eπ  γ t −1r ( xt , at )
π

(2)

t =1

Where 0≤γ<1 is a discounting factor which controls the
impact of future rewards on the cumulative reward.
III. THE ALGORITHM
The proposed DSA solution is based on a deep Qlearning algorithm. Q-learning is a powerful RL method
which aims at finding an optimal policy π* that maximizes
the expected cumulative reward. This is done by assessing
values of different actions under various circumstances, i.e.
in various states. As explained before, we use xt to define
the state observable by SU. The Q-value Qπ (xt, at) of the
state-action pair (xt, at) represents the expectation of the
cumulative reward when taking action at in an initial state

xt and then following the policy π afterward [6]. If Qvalues are well estimated, the optimal policy π∗ is:

π * = arg max Q π ( x, a )
a

(3)

i.e. an action with the largest Q-value should be chosen.
The Q-values of state-action pairs are estimated via
online-learning. If the RL agent is in state xt at time t, it
will take an action that maximizes Qπ (xt, at), according to
the current policy π. Then, after receiving the reward rt+1,
the Q-value of (xt, at) is updated as follows:
Q( xt , at ) = Q ( xt , at ) +
(4)
+ λ  rt +1 + max Q ( xt +1 , at +1 ) − Q ( xt , at ) 


at +1
where
λ∈{0,1} is the learning rate, and
rt +1 + max Q( xt +1 , at +1 ) is the target Q-value learned from
at +1

the interaction with the environment.
We adopt DRL approach, where a deep neural network
(i.e. DQN) is used to map state-action pairs to Q values.
The main elements of the proposed DQN architecture are:
A) Input Layer: The input of DQN is NxK matrix which
represents the history of N last actions and observations.
The matrix rows are provided sequentially to the input
layer of DQN, which has K nodes. The performed actions
and the related observations are encoded using the one-hot
encoding. Specifically, if a node has chosen channel k for
transmission in the previous time slot, the first row of the
input matrix will be a vector of size K, where the kth entry
is 1 or -1, and the rest of the entries are 0. The value of 1 is
an indicator that the transmission on that channel was
successful, while -1 indicates a transmission failure.
B) LSTM Layer: Since a DSA node has just a partial
observation of the system state at each time slot, it is
necessary to efficiently utilize previous observations to
solve the POMDP. The more previous observations we
use, the more optimal solution we get. Concatenating
previous observations in a single vector and providing it as
an input of Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN) is
problematic for several reasons. First, this approach
increases the resources for computation. On the other
hand, not all observations from the past are useful for the
prediction of a future event, and FFNN is not able to
“compress” the memory. Therefore, we propose the
integration of DQN and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
to capture dependencies of sequential observations from
the past. The RNNs use feedback connections between
outputs and inputs, that are particularly useful for time
series prediction. They are provided with a sequence of
inputs, and each element of the sequence is processed in
the same way, with the current output being dependent on
the previous output. To avoid exploding and vanishing
gradients problems [10], we use LSTM RNN architecture.
A structure of a single LSTM cell for sequential processing
is shown in Fig 1. In addition to hidden states ht, LSTM
introduces the concepts of a cell state ct, and the „gates“
which regulate the flow of activations: input gate It, output
gate Ot, and forget gate Ft. LSTM block outputs a hidden
state ht for a given input xt by filtering the cell state
information. The cell state carries relevant information

from the previous time steps. The gates add and remove
information from/to the cell state.

Fig. 1. LSTM block.

C) Additional Hidden Layers: Perform additional nonlinear operations to better approximate Q-value function.
D) Output layer: A vector with K elements, where k-th
element corresponds to the estimated Q-value for selecting
a channel k in the given state.
E) Double DQN: The basic DQN architecture often
overestimates true Q-values. This happens due to the max
operator in (4). A double Q-learning algorithm [10] is
applied to overcome this problem. This algoritm uses two
DQNs: the main DQN Q( x, a;θ ) and the target DQN
Q' ( x, a;θ ' ) . The first is used to select the best action, while
the second is used to evaluate the Q-value of the selected
action. The corresponding learned Q-value is given by:
Qτ ( xt , at ) = rt +1 + γ max Q ' ( xt +1 , arg max Q( xt +1 , a)) (5)
a

a

Both DQNs have an identical structure. The main DQN is
trained in the usual way. The weights of the target DQN
( θ ' ) are a delayed copy of the main network's weights.
The main steps of the DQN-based DSA algorithm are
described in the Algorithm I. During the training phase, the
algorithm uses ε-greedy strategy to choose a channel. To
explore the solution space, a node randomly chooses action
with a probability ε . With the probability 1-ε, an action
with the largest Q-value is chosen. Then, the node gets
reward rt+1, and observes the next state xt+1. A tuple (xt, at,
rt+1, xt+1) is stored in the experience buffer. A mini-batch of
tuples from the experience buffer is used to train the
network in each iteration. This is done by providing the
learned Q-values (5) and the estimated Q-values Q(x,a) to
the mean squared error (MSE) loss function.
Algorithm 1: The proposed DQN-based DSA algorithm
1: for t=1,2,… do:
2: if Train:
3:
Use ε-greedy policy to select action at
4: else:
5:
Choose the action at, as arg max Q( xt , a)
a

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

Take action at, obtain the reward rt+1, and observe xt+1
if Train:
Store (xt, at, rt+1, xt+1) in the experience buffer
Sample a mini-batch of experiences from the
prioritized experience buffer
for each sample in mini-batch:
Compute the target value Qτ(x,a) based on (5)
Compute MSE for Qτ(x,a) and Q(x,a)
Train the main DQN by backpropagating the loss error
Update the priorities in the experience buffer
if t mod T == 0:
Copy θ to θ’

To efficiently handle complex communication scenarios
with sparse (positive) rewards, the priorities are assigned
to the experiences, as proposed [11]. The buffer elements
with the highest priority form a mini-batch for training in
each iteration. More precisely, each sample is chosen
proportionally to the Piζ value, where Pi is the priority of
the i-th sample and 0≤ζ≤1 is a constant that controls the
impact of the priority. When a new experience is added to
the buffer, it is initially assigned a maximum priority value
to ensure it will be sampled soon. The priority of the
samples are updated proportionally to the individual
training loss multiplied with a weight factor wi=(MPi)-β,
where M is the mini-batch size and 0≤β≤1 is a constant
which handles the bias of the priority-based sampling.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We implemented simulations in Python, using PyTorch,
to evaluate the performance of the proposed DSA method.
In simulations, we considered a scenario with a single DSA
node and K channels, where K is varied between 2 and 20.
The proposed approach, which we refer to as Deep Double
Recurrent Q-Network with Prioritized Buffer (DDRQNPB), has been compared with the DQN method from [6],
Optimal algorithm, and Random channel selection method.
The summary of the hyperparameters for our method is
provided in Table I. For the DQN, we use the
hyperparameters provided by the authors in [6], with the
only difference in ε-greedy strategy. Namely, instead of
constant ε value, we use gradually decreasing ε, because
we find that leads to improved performance. DDRQN-PB
includes one LSTM layer with 30 hidden units and one
hidden layer with 200 nodes. In each time slot t, a
sequence of last K observations is used as input.
Table I: The hyperparameters settings.
Hyperparameter

ε
Minibatch size
Optimizer
Learning rate

γ
ζ
Experience buffer
size
Activation function

Value
0.1-0.01
32
Adam
10−3

0.9
0.6
106

ReLU

We divide simulation analysis into two scenarios. We
first consider the scenario where the channels follow
independent MCs with the transition probabilities:
poo = 0.8 and p11 = 0.9 . The DQN and DDRQN-PB
algorithms have been trained for 10000 iterations. The
obtained results in terms of mean reward per slot are
shown in Fig. 2. For this scenario, it has been proved that
Myopic policy achieves an optimal solution when the
system dynamics are known in advance. Thus, from the
obtained results it can be seen that the proposed algorithm
achieves near-optimal performance without initial
knowledge of the channel statistics. Further on, it
outperforms the DQN and the Random method.
Performance improvement over the DQN approach
increases with the number of channels.

Fig. 2. Mean reward per slot in the first scenario.

Next, we analyze a scenario where 20 channels are
divided into non-overlapping clusters of the same size. In
each time slot, only a single cluster is activated. The
clusters are being activated according to a fixed pattern.
With the probability p=0.7, the next cluster in the pattern
becomes activated in the following time slot. With the
probability 1-p, the cluster from the previous slot remains
activated. Fig. 3 shows the obtained results for the
experiments with 1 and 2 channels per cluster (c1 and c2).
The Myopic policy performs poorly in this scenario
because it is not able to recognize and exploit the
correlation patters. Thus, the Optimal algorithm is now
defined as in [6], assuming that the correlation pattern is
known in advance, as well as the transition probability p.
From Fig. 3 it can be noticed that DDRQN-PB method
converges to the near-optimal solution even in very
complex communication scenarios where only a single
channel is vacant in each time slot. That is not the case
with the DQN algorithm. It should be noted that the
performance improvement increases with the transition
uncertainty, i.e. with 1-p. For the larger cluster sizes, we
found that the performance gap between DQN and
DDRQN-PB decreases, but remains significant when
transition uncertainty is relatively high. Thereby, the
complexity of the DDRQN-PB in terms of the number of
parameters required is smaller.

decisions based on the fixed-length history of partial
observations regarding the spectrum. The proposed
method uses a deep Q-learning neural network with the
LSTM layer to efficiently capture stochastic channel
switching patterns. Additionally, we adopt double Qlearning architecture with the prioritized experience buffer
to increase the convergence rate. The simulation results
confirmed that the proposed DDRQN-PB outperforms the
DQN approach [6] in scenarios with both correlated and
uncorrelated communication channels. Thereby, the
performance gap increases with the number of channels
and channel transition uncertainty. In our future work, we
will consider the integration of the proposed approach in
software-defined IoT environments [13-14].

Fig. 4. The comparison of different DQN-based DSA algorithms.
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